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MADAGASCAR: Land of grace and emotions
Located in the heart of the Indian Ocean, Madagascar is a paradise on earth: 
its generous nature reveals lush vegetation that is home to exceptional 
biodiversity.
Its floor is not left out because it is full of precious and semi-precious stones 
that allow the creations and the most daring combinations.
  
It is in this dream setting that MADADREAM was born.

MADAGASCAR MAGIC FINGERS
Nature, generous in raw materials, has also endowed the Big Island with men 
and women, as skilled as they are creative. The diversity and complexity of its 
craftsmanship bear witness to this ancestral know-how.

MADAGASCAR: Land of passion and dream ...
MADADREAM is above all the fruit of our deep love for our beloved island: 
MADAGASCAR and its wealth.

MADADREAM is also the result of a desire to make a dream a reality: that of 
putting entrepreneurship at the service of creation.

Moreover, MADADREAM wishes to contribute, on our modest
level, to the economic development of the Big Island and 
the development of our compatriots by providing 
a revenue-generating activity because MADADREAM 
values the taste of the effort.

Finally, MADADREAM is a challenge for the future: 
the upheavals that are constantly agitating 
the country, the many difficulties encountered 
by economic operators or the Cassandras 
who suggest you stand still and assemble 
the most fatal predictions, we want to oppose 
our hope in a better tomorrow thanks
to the contributions of the private sector and 
to the creativity of the man, able to always reinvent himself.
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MADADREAM is a Malagasy company specialized in the production of 
handicrafts and export products.

Concerning the artisanal articles, the quality of manufacture as well as the 
materials used make of them high-end products.

Our goals are to share about the craft industry and promote the «Vita 
Malagasy» (Made in Madagascar), while injecting meaning into our project by 
including a social and professional dimension.

Our favorite fiber is raffia. And our imagination is limitless when it comes to 
sublimate it. However, sisal, banana bark, vetiver, skin and zebu horn, coconut 
or wood also find their place in our collections.

The MADADREAM HANDCRAFT universe mixes tradition and modernity, 
classicism and exoticism.

MADADREAM adopts an urban style accompanied by a touch of poetry, 
playing with materials and colors, without ever losing sight of the functional 
aspect of the product. We are constantly seeking to renew ourselves in a spirit 
of sustainable development.

Who are We?
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MADADREAM’s universe comes in:
- Arts of the house and the table:
Our raffia or sisal carpets will beautify your interiors
Our paths and placemats will brighten up your tables and make your meals a 
true moment of refinement
Our storage baskets will allow you to make your environment functional

- Fashion and beauty accessories:
 The baskets and bags can carry his things while being stylish
 Vanity cases and vanity cases are essential partners of beauty
 Horn or raffia jewelry enhances an outfit and gives it a unique cachet

- Office accessories:
Pens, cups and storage boxes, 
storage items

- Souvenir Items:
 Frames pictures

- Raw materials:
Some of our clients are looking
for unprocessed materials, such 
as raffia or raban, for example gift wrappers.

MADADREAM executes special orders according
to the specifications submitted by the customer.

Our Products

1) The Handcraft
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Today, MADADREAM adds a new string to its bow by offering its customers 
a selection of local products like vanilla, clove or litchi. These products are 
selected from the best producers and prepared according to strict standards.

The choice of our logo is not trivial: it symbolizes 
the «ravinala» also called «tree of the traveler»
because our products, whether craft or food, 
are an invitation to travel to the heart of our country

Our Products

2) Export products
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Feel free to contact us for further informations:

Contact

 Lot 93 bis Ambohidratrimo 105 Madagascar
 +261 34 21 111 71
  contact@madadream.com






